Foreman - Refactor #30495
Add main_app prefix to some route helpers
07/27/2020 09:42 AM - Shira Maximov

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Shira Maximov
Category: JavaScript stack

Target version:
Difficulty:
Triaged: No
Bugzilla link:

Description
Add main_app prefix to some route helpers so that the foreman_puppet_enc plugin could work.

Associated revisions
Revision a6410303 - 07/30/2020 09:51 AM - Shira Maximov
Fixes #30495 - Add main_app prefix to some route helpers

History
#1 - 07/27/2020 09:44 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/7854 added

#2 - 07/30/2020 09:52 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases 2.2.0 added

#3 - 07/30/2020 10:01 AM - Shira Maximov
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset foreman/a64103030013d581822fefa0d17b83d6bef23b8.

#4 - 08/12/2020 11:39 AM - Tomer Brisker
- Category set to JavaScript stack

#5 - 09/10/2020 05:08 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/7975 added